2001 ford focus electrical problems

The most recently reported issues are listed below. Please also check out the statistics and
reliability analysis of the Ford Focus based on all problems reported for the Focus. The contact
owns a Ford Focus. The contact stated that while driving 10 mph, the warning indicators did not
illuminate on the dashboard. The failure occurred numerous of times. The vehicle was taken to
the dealer and recommended the replacement of the faulty wiring. The vehicle was not repaired.
The manufacturer was not notified. The approximate mileage was , Consumer writes in regards
to electrical system failure. The consumer stated the vehicle was a lemon. Every time there was
an issue, the vehicle was taken to the repair shop for the problem, but was never fully fixed. On
one occasion, the vehicle started smoking and the wiring caught on fire. The consumer was
informed, the vehicle needed all new wiring, after the dash lights and tail lights went out 3 times.
Also, the cruise control and all the lights inside the vehicle stopped working. The contact stated
that the third brake light on the tailgate had malfunctioned. All other brake lights were working
fine but the third brake light has failed due to the wires melting. The contact has called the
manufacturer regarding the brake light and referenced the recall for the electrical system:wiring
00v for the model Ford Focus. The manufacturer informed the contact that due to the VIN
number the vehicle is not included in the recall and he can not receive a remedy repair. The
contact stated this is the same issue which is stated in the recall and the manufacturer should
be responsible for the repairs. The failure mileage was , I have had numerous stalling condition
while driving that have been frightening. Several fuel modules have been replaced as well as
harness repairs. The dealer has finally replaced the harness going to the fuel pump stating it
had been rubbing against the body and grounding out. I am not sure this will fix the problem
since it is intermittent. It appears the dealer has done several wiring harness repairs leading to
the fuel pump. I will start with the fact the car is on it's fourth battery. It has had the wiring
harness replaced along with every sensor in the car some twice. There was a steering column
recall done on it. The two back windows tracks have been broke a total of six times. The door
handles brake three so far. The stereo is broke for the second time. I have had to do the brakes
twice so far and all this and the car only has 63, In my Ford Focus zx3, there is a serious
electrical problem. Several things do not work or have shorts, or the switches operate other
things. I just found that there is a recall for Focus on this issue. This is the same car as mine.
Mine should also be covered. The problems began just a few days after the 3 year warranty
period ended, but I thought it was minor and I could leave it alone. The dealer is all-american
Ford in hackensack, NJ. Can you help me?. The contact stated that she was driving 55 mph on a
hot day and the vehicle would sputter and lose acceleration , then lost power. The contact
stated that the engine would stall, but the car would still be driving until the contact applied the
brakes. The contact had the mechanic changed the spark plugs, wires, and fuel filter, but the
problem persisted. The contact called the manufacturer, and they told him to take it to the Ford
dealer to get it diagnosed. The mechanic stated that it was a failure in the fuel distribution
system, but the parts were on nationwide back order. I was driving home from work one night
and as I was driving all the lights, inside and out, except my brake lights went out. I took it to a
repair place and they told me I have to take it to a Ford dealership because it was something
wrong with my entire electrical system. This is not safe. I could've been in an accident. I have
searched for recalls on Ford Focus zx3 and have not found any. This is not a small problem.
Problems like this are very dangerous. In addition, the license plate light bracket within the deck
lid also shorted out, due to the wires being burned. The vehicle has the same problems as
indicated in the recall; however it is not included in the recall due to the VIN. Rear hatch cannot
be closed when car is running. When I jiggle the wiring harness at the top of the hatch, I hear
crackling noises. Eventually, after jiggling the harness, I can get the problem to go away. I also
had the fuse blow for the rear lights a while back, but replaced it with no further problems,
thinking nothing of it. Nhtsa campaign id 00v addresses a problem with the deck lid wiring
harness shorting out where it bends, and developing broken wires. Loss of tail lamps is one of
the consequences. I believe the hatch opening is a related problem too, although the recall does
not specifically mention it. This recall is for year Focus wagons. Mine is a , but its manufacture
date is Ford customer service refuses to do anything for me, saying that the VIN is not covered
under the recall. Meanwhile, I am driving around with this electrical issue. You would think that
Ford would treat customers better, rather than just saying they do on their commercials. I have
never had their customer service say "yes" to any of my issues. They just record the complaint
and happily ask if there's anything else they can "do" for me. They also say that even if the car
were covered, its mileage is too high. Is there a mileage limit on this recall? I didn't see it.
Please see if you can get these slightly-later-manufactured Focus wagons added to the recall.
Thank you for you help!. Consumer noticed that instrument cluster lights were turned on, and
tail lights were not operating. Results showed that the wiring harness tore due to wear and tear,
causing the lights not to operate. Rear taillights failed wiring harness rear has become worn. All

wires exposed and are in contact with one another. I have photos. Please contact me to have
them forwarded. I know of this problem occuring on at least 8 other zx3's. Vehicle caught on fire
in the parking lot. Consumer has no idea as to why the vehicle caught on fire. While driving 55
mph consumer smelled a burnt odor coming from the steering column. Vehicle caught on fire
due to exposed wires. Consumer was able to maintain control of the vehicle, and pulled over.
Passenger extinguished the fire and disconnected the fuel box. Vehicle was towed. The vehicle
started smoking under the dashboard. The dealer stated that the vehicles rear wiring harness
failed. While driving 45 mph driver started smelling smoke. When she pulled window down
smoke began pouring through the ventilation. She pulled over, and vehicle began to smoke
even more. Fire department wasn't able to detect cause of severe smoking. Please describe
details. All functions on the dash board failed, and then the engine shut down, the dealer had to
replace a ground wire. Car Problems. Wiring problem 1. Wiring problem 2. Wiring problem 3.
Wiring problem 4. Wiring problem 5. Wiring problem 6. Wiring problem 7. Wiring problem 8.
Wiring problem 9. Wiring problem Other Electrical System related problems of the Ford Focus.
Ignition problems Ignition problems. Ignition Switch problems. Electrical System problems.
Battery Cable problems. Car Will Not Start problems. Battery problems. Underhood Wiring
problems. Ignition Module problems. Dash Wiring problems. Anti-theft Controller problems. The
most recently reported issues are listed below. Please also check out the statistics and
reliability analysis of the Ford Focus based on all problems reported for the Focus. I couldn't
accelerate or brake. I got my car fo saftey away from the houses because my first instinct was
safety. I grab my phone to call my boss, I thought my car juat broke down. Then I saw smoke
and sparks. I called the emergency services and the cars smoke got darker and the flames got
bigger. I was very scared. All my windows exploded and the car melted to ground. By the looks
of my photo the fire started near the battery and cables. Ever since that night, I've been scared
of fires, hot surfaces, and weary around cars. I'm lucky to be alive but it was very dangerous as
the flames reached about 10 feet high. Luckily it did not catch anything near by on fire. There
are numerous electrical problems with my rear lights. My license plate lights will not work at
anytime and sometimes none of the rear lights work at all. Check engine light and oil fuel light
keep coming on and off. Had a complete tune up. Had inner tire rods replaced. Please advise,
since it very difficult to miss and reschedule appts at the va hospital. Thank you. This car has
electrical issues,the dash and tag lights flicker,the car has been turning off while I'm driving
with my son in the car over 3 times now,on the highway and on main street,its so scary I've had
panic attacks and got a stress rash on my face. Im so scared that I can't drive it,I've had the fuel
pump replaced,spark plugs,motor filter. I just try to keep getting it repaired costing me my bills
money being a single parent. I'm overwhelmed and don't know what to do. Ignition key gets
stuck and will not turn. Ford has known of this problem should have to pay for repairs and
reimbursement. Tl-the contact owns a Ford Focus. The contact stated that while driving at
approximately 65 mph, the vehicle started to jerk and there was a smell of smoke as the battery
warning indicator illuminated. The contact stated that the vehicle was stopped on the side of the
road and the ignition was turned to the off position as the contact exited the vehicle. The
contact observed flames coming from under the hood of the vehicle. The vehicle restarted
without being prompted and started rolling forward. The fire department extinguished the fire. A
police report was filed and there were not injuries reported. The vehicle was towed to a tow yard
where it was not diagnosed or repaired. The failure mileage was approximately , It start with
door busting all the time ,then I switch it off. Now it want crank ,just bust. Sunday 05 Jan I had
recently parked my car, turned it off, and was outside of my vehicle Ford Focus when I began to
notice smoke coming from the hood of the vehicle. I was confused at first, as the car was
completely off for a few minutes before any problems began. Within a matter of two minutes the
smoke had increased, thickened, and began to smell. My friend was nearby and had noticed that
something was not right. He came over and we both took a couple steps toward the front of the
car to figure out what was going on. Immediately flames burst up from the hood. At this point
we instantly ran from the vehicle, dialing The flames got worse as we waited from a distance for
the fire department to arrive. At this point I was unsure as to whether the car would completely
blow up or not, as the flames became worse with every minute. The fire department arrived
within approximately five minutes. They were able to put the fire out in a few minutes, but had to
break the window and then pry the hood open in order to do so. After the fire was completely
out and the scene was safe I was able to talk with the firemen. They showed me under the hood
and said the fire seemed to be something electrical and looked as if it had started near the front
right of the vehicle under the hood somewhere close to the passenger headlight. They also
explained, as I had already assumed, that the vehicle was unsalvageable. I've had my Ford
Focus for years now and I have had problems with my ignition got that replaced and my
windshield wipers work when ever they want to and will sometimes turn on on its own. Also my

trunk will not open at all. Ive taken it to different places to get it fixed and no one has been able
to open it. I purchased this vehicle so that I could save on gas but all I'm doing is wasting a crap
load of money on just repairing everything. The right front door lock is jammed or stuck, I
cannot open the door from the inside or outside,the other 3 door locks work fine. The contact
owns a Ford Focus. The contact was driving approximately 65 mph and smelled a burning odor
just as all of the instrument panel gauges reduced to zero abnormally. The contact referenced
NHTSA campaign id number 02v electrical system:battery:cables but was advised by the
manufacturer that the recall was expired. The vehicle was not repaired. The approximate failure
mileage was , The contact stated that the front driver's side floor mat became wet. The vehicle
was taken to a private mechanic where it was diagnosed that the condenser box to the air
conditioning unit was cracked and needed to be replaced. The manufacturer was made aware of
the failure. The approximate failure and current mileage was unknown. I own a Ford Focus. Up
until now, I have had no issues with my vehicle. I currently woke up today and was unable to
turn my key in my car. My car was in park and I had tried moving the steering wheel while
turning key but still did not turn. I later searched on the internet and found results instantly on
the Ford Focus defect for models about the key being unable to turn. My car currently only has
90, miles on it and I am in the middle of my second of five internships for physical therapy. This
is a huge problem. This defect should be highly considered for recall! Please help us out.
Thanks for your time. Dustin r. Brown iowa. I was driving normally on a 45 mph road and
pushed in my clutch to coast up to the stop light that was about to turn green again, when my
car just died unexpectedly. My clutch was still in so I started my car back up and kept driving,
but this is about the 10th time that this has happened to me this month, and my car should not
be randomly dying while I am driving, thus far there have been no consequences, however it is
slightly worrisome. So far I have not been able to resolve the problem. I was driving my Ford
Focus in the left lane of a 2 lane highway at about 40 mph when I turned the ac on and the car
just stopped. I took it to a garage and they told me I needed a new compressor which would
cost dollars. I found a garage that would do it for less using a used one. My problem was this
would happen every time I turned the air or the defroster on. I was afraid I would cause an
accident. And am still afraid today when I drive it far. Wondering if it will stall out at high speed
again and cause me to have an accident. I also have had problems with the key jamming and
not turning and my newest problem is I stopped for gas and when I tried to start it all I got was a
clicking sound. Electrical system seems to be shorting out. Interior lamps flash and flicker. Side
mirrors work sporadically. Headlamps flash and flicker on occasion. Nothing has been done to
correct this due to lack of funds. Went so sears auto center at south west freeway houston
texas For a tire change they charge And car not to be driven. Total amount Called next morning
to cancel work because I decided to take to dealer Ford. But that time car wasn't fixed yet cause
they told me to pay first but I didn't have a credit card with me that night so I left it there and
took bus. They charge So I pay that many my car is still not fixed. I have to drive my car
because I don't have another way to move. So please help me to to get my money back or to get
my car fixed. The consumers vehicle would hesitate, surge and lose power and then shut off.
After letting the vehicle sit for awhile the consumer was able to restart the vehicle. There were
times when the consumer attempted to apply the accelerator and the vehicle would not go pass
70 mph, when the consumer experienced this, the front of the vehicle would vibrate. Read more
The left rear door would intermittently open when making a turn while driving. The vehicle was
taken to the dealer who replaced the left rear door actuator. The right rear and front locks were
inoperative as well. The doors would not unlock by remote or key insertion. The doors had to be
manually opened from within the vehicle. The radio had an internal defect. While driving at 45
mph, the vehicle stalled. The driver tried to restart the vehicle, but was unsuccessful. The
vehicle was taken to the dealership and the mechanic could not determine the problem. My Ford
Focus zx3 manual transmission with over , miles on it has had a electronic throttle problem
since it had 30, miles on it. Intermittently the engine speed would not decrease when your foot
is taken off the accelerator pedal. The car would act like the cruise control was engaged. The
car could be controlled by heavy braking or depressing the clutch. It was taken into three
different Ford dealer at least seven different times only once did they claim to see the problem.
That time the mechanic show me disconnecting a electrical plug under the hood caused the
throttle controls to go to a fail safe mode making the problem disappear for period of time days.
I was told to bring it back in when it happened again. I did that, mechanic was know longer with
the dealership. Several parts were changed several different times but did nothing to correct the
problem. When the problem is present the engine speed will decrease to a fast idle once the car
comes to a complete stop. The problem will go away sometimes after shutting off the engine
and restarting but not always. My car has a eletrical or computer problem which al packer Ford
cannot seem to fix. I,ve had two recalls they had to take care of so far. When I purchase my car I

brought the extended warranty which I thought took care of everything including a loaner car
which they nerver even offered for my inconvinece. Ford Focus Purchased in August of Has
always had problems with suspention. Has been in shop 6 times to be fixed for the same
problem. The problem has been fixed several times but the noise keep on comming back. The
car has numbers of other problems. The breaks make noise, the windshiels leaks when it rains,
and when I drive on the highway the engine stalls sometimes while driving at high speeds.
Engine stalling, check engine light stays on, transmission slips when this happens. When I took
the car to the dealer, they have replaced the sensor 3 times. The contact stated that the vehicle
was experiencing numerous failures. The main failures were the electrical system, brake
system, bent tie rod, shaking and vibrating, rear window mechanisms, and flooding after it
rains. The leak occurs on the passenger side and the water rises 2 to 3 inches. The vehicle has
not been diagnosed by the dealer due to the inspection costs. The failure mileage was , While
driving at any speed, the interior and exterior lights starts to flicker, without warning. Then the
vehicle stalls out. The dealership replace several parts, but the problem continues. The
dealership cannot fix problem. Please provide more details. There is a chemical smell coming
from the air conditioner, heater and defroster. I have returned the car to mathews Ford for
repair. The technicians smelled the odor and flushed the system out on two different occasions,
but the odor returns. I get very poor gas milege, the brakes grind, squeek, and thump, the
passenger and driver windows have a loud squeek,the trunk won't close completly unless you
slam it as hard as you can,. While driving vehicle stalled, and the engine check light illuminated.
Vehicle was taken to an independent repair shop where the mechanic did an inspection and
found no problem. Car Problems. Electrical System problem 1. Electrical System problem 2.
Electrical System problem 3. Electrical System problem 4. Electrical System problem 5.
Electrical System problem 6. Electrical System problem 7. Electrical System problem 8.
Electrical System problem 9. Electrical System problem Other Electrical System related
problems of the Ford Focus. Ignition problems Ignition problems. Ignition Switch problems.
Battery Cable problems. Car Will Not Start problems. Wiring problems. Battery problems.
Underhood Wiring problems. Ignition Module problems. Dash Wiring problems. Anti-theft
Controller problems. See the Back button â€” blue bar at the very top of the page â€” to explore
more. Add your complaint? There are numerous electrical problems with my rear lights. My
license plate lights will not work at anytime and sometimes none of the rear lights work at all.
Add Complaint. Check engine light and oil fuel light keep coming on and off. Had a complete
tune up. Had inner tire rods replaced. Please advise, since it very difficult to miss and
reschedule appts at the va hospital. Thank you. This car has electrical issues, the dash and tag
lights flicker, the car has been turning off while I'm driving with my son in the car over 3 times
now, on the highway and on main street, its so scary I've had panic attacks and got a stress
rash on my face. Im so scared that I can't drive it, I've had the fuel pump replaced, spark plugs,
motor filter. I just try to keep getting it repaired costing me my bills money being a single
parent. I'm overwhelmed and don't know what to do. Ignition key gets stuck and will not turn.
Ford has known of this problem should have to pay for repairs and reimbursement. The contact
owns a Ford Focus. While driving at approximately 65 mph, the vehicle started to jerk and the
contact smelled smoke. The battery warning indicator illuminated. The contact stated that the
vehicle was stopped on the side of the road and the ignition was turned to the off position as
the contact exited the vehicle. The contact observed flames under the hood of the vehicle. The
vehicle restarted without being prompted and started rolling forward. The fire department
extinguished the fire. A police report was filed and there were no injuries reported. The vehicle
was towed to a tow yard where it was not diagnosed or repaired. The failure mileage was
approximately , The contact stated that the vehicle stalled without warning. The vehicle was
taken to the dealer, but the technician was unable to diagnose the failure. The vehicle was not
repaired. The failure mileage was 50, It start with door busting all the time, then I switch it off..
The contact stated that while driving 10 mph, the warning indicators did not illuminate on the
dashboard. The failure occurred numerous of times. The vehicle was taken to the dealer and
recommended the replacement of the faulty wiring. The manufacturer was not notified. The
approximate mileage was , Key does not turn properly in ignition cylinder and door locks.
Bought vehicle 2nd hand, cash, everything worked fine. The door locks are self locking meaning
that they lock at any given time whenever they please. Cannot locate fuse for the door locks.
There are no recalls on this yet after doing weeks of research I am finding that it is an issue with
the Ford Focus from to current. So, this issue happens while the vehicle is being driven!!! Here
are a few links for your reference: Link: Link: Consumer writes in regards to electrical system
failure. The consumer stated the vehicle was a lemon. Every time there was an issue, the vehicle
was taken to the repair shop for the problem, but was never fully fixed. On one occasion, the
vehicle started smoking and the wiring caught on fire.. Also, the cruise control and all the lights

inside the vehicle stopped working. Sunday 05 Jan I had recently parked my car, turned it off,
and was outside of my vehicle Ford Focus when I began to notice smoke coming from the hood
of the vehicle. I was confused at first, as the car was completely off for a few minutes before any
problems began. Within a matter of two minutes the smoke had increased, thickened, and
began to smell. My friend was nearby and had noticed that something was not right. He came
over and we both took a couple steps toward the front of the car to figure out what was going
on. Immediately flames burst up from the hood. At this point we instantly ran from the vehicle,
dialing The flames got worse as we waited from a distance for the fire department to arrive. At
this point I was unsure as to whether the car would completely blow up or not, as the flames
became worse with every minute. The fire department arrived within approximately five minutes.
They were able to put the fire out in a few minutes, but had to break the window and then pry
the hood open in order to do so. After the fire was completely out and the scene was safe I was
able to talk with the firemen. They showed me under the hood and said the fire seemed to be
something electrical and looked as if it had started near the front right of the vehicle under the
hood somewhere close to the passenger headlight. They also explained, as I had already
assumed, that the vehicle was unsalvageable. I've had my Ford Focus for years now and I have
had problems with my ignition got that replaced and my windshield wipers work when ever they
want to and will sometimes turn on its own. Also my trunk will not open at all. I've taken it to
different places to get it fixed and no one has been able to open it. I purchased this vehicle so
that I could save on gas but all I'm doing is wasting a crap load of money on just repairing
everything. The contact stated that the front driver's side floor mat became wet. The vehicle was
taken to a private mechanic where it was diagnosed that the condenser box to the air
conditioning unit was cracked and needed to be replaced. The manufacturer was made aware of
the failure. The approximate failure and current mileage was unknown. The contact stated that
the vehicle failed to start. The contact was able to move the key in the ignition, but there was no
response. The failure recurred frequently and without warning. The contact stated that the
battery was drained and he would often jump start the vehicle, which would temporarily resolve
the failure. The vehicle was taken to a private repair shop for diagnosis but were the technicians
were unable to duplicate the failure. The battery was replaced. The failure recurred. The
manufacturer was not made aware of the failure. The VIN was not available. The failure mileage
was 80, The current mileage was 85, The right front door lock is jammed or stuck, I cannot open
the door from the inside or outside, the other 3 door locks work fine. Headlight failure. With
engine running, when the headlight switch is turned on, the headlights both do not always go
on. Also, after being on for a while often within 10 minutes, almost always within 20 minutes ,
both headlights will suddenly turn off on their own. When headlights go off, dashboard lights,
and other outside lights, remain on. When the switch is on, but headlights have gone off, if the
high beams are toggled on and then off, the headlights will go on for a while. This sequence
occurs repeatedly. Unless it is dark e. Dealership initially replaced a relay, without solving
problem. Dealership then replaced the "multi-function switch" controlling turn signals and high
beams, with seeming success. I am in possession of the failed original-equipment
"multi-function switch". This vehicle has been subject to gas pump failure, and to front
suspension spring breakage, which were covered under warranty. The contact was driving
approximately 65 mph and smelled a burning odor just as all of the instrument panel gauges
reduced to zero abnormally. The contact referenced NHTSA campaign id number 02V electrical
system:battery:cables but was advised by the manufacturer that the recall was expired. The
approximate failure mileage was , See the Back button â€” blue bar at the very top of the page
â€” to explore more. Add your complaint? The contact owns a Ford Focus. The contact stated
that the ignition cylinder would not release the key. The contact took the vehicle to a local
mechanic to have the ignition cylinder repaired. The contact stated the ignition cylinder had no
problems after the repair. The failure mileage was , Add Complaint. The key for my Ford Focus
will go into the ignition but not turn. I have tried to turn the steering wheel but it still won't get
the key to turn in the ignition. After doing some research, I am finding that this is a major and
very common complaint with Ford Focus owners and Ford will not issue a recall. The car is not
drivable and in order to get it to a repair shop we will have to tow it which will be another
expense. If Ford is aware of this problem and will not do anything to recall it, something needs
to be done. Went to start my car this morning and the key would not turn in the ignition. After
doing some google research, found that this is a very common issue with the Focus, and has to
do with parts in the ignition switch becoming stuck. I was able to get the key to turn eventually
by banging on it, and have now left the key in the ignition to avoid the problem occurring again.
While driving approximately 70 mph, the contact noticed the entire instrument panel and other
gauges failed to function properly. The speedometer and fuel gauge also would not display an
accurate reading. Immediately the vehicle was maneuvered to the side of the road and the

engine was turned off. Upon restarting the vehicle it began to function for a brief period and the
failure recurred. The vehicle was taken to an authorized dealer where the instrument panel
cluster was replaced. The similar failure recurred six months after the repair was performed.
The contact stated the instrument panel cluster would need to be replaced for the second time.
The vehicle was not repaired. The manufacturer was notified of the malfunction. The
approximate failure mileage was 89, This vehicle has suddenly died dozens of times since April
of It dies when applying the brakes on the interstate, it dies when braking in a parking area.
There is no specific speed when this occurs. The vehicle starts back up after two or three times
while giving it gas. It happens when the gas tank is full or low and our very reputable mechanic
can find no cause. This is extremely dangerous, especially in high traffic areas and I have seen
where numerous complaints have been filed online and I hope reporting this will show a pattern
with these vehicles. The contact stated that there was a malfunction with the battery, causing
the vehicle to stall intermittently. The contact also stated that the battery cables were hot and he
was unable to touch them. The dealer informed the contact that the vehicle had not been
included in the recall associated with NHTSA campaign id number 02V electrical
system:battery:cables. The manufacturer was aware of the failure. The vehicle had not been
inspected or repaired. The failure and current mileages were , There were no warning signs. On
May 09, , the key became stuck in the ignition and would not come out. Did some research
online to find out this is a common problem with no recall. The events leading up were
intermittently spaced this has been happening since I purchased the vehicle from a private
owner in When I would put the key in the ignition the wheel would not turn and feel locked I
would sit for minutes and work on it by pushing the key in hard and turning the wheel as hard it
would come loose and the ignition would turn. This impacted my life as a nuisance. Recently in
Dec of the occurrences became more frequent two to four times a week constantly being
stranded until I could get the ignition and wheel to turn. Happening frequently while at the store,
work or somewhere away from home and again causing a great nuisance and frustration as it
has made me late for work several times, allowed me to be vulnerable in situations that could
have been avoided with proper recall. Then around Dec 20th the ignition stopped working. I was
at work leaving for the day and I sat there for over an hour, not knowing any of this was a
normal recurrence with other Ford Focus owners. After working on this myself I had to contact
my spouse to come and try and he was unsuccessful as well. I have kept up the maintenance on
my Focus and it is in very good condition for the year. Currently it has not been fixed only
towed to my home residence. This car seems to have some of the highest amount of recalls and
service bulletins and I do not understand how the main power to the car, the ignition, is not
seen as a hazard to the public who purchased these vehicles. The ignition on this car has been
replaced already by the first owner. Well, the key cannot not be removed from the ignition. Now
the key has broken off in the ignition. The key stub can be removed and the engine will still run.
This morning I moved the 01 Focus and I shut off the car and took the key out but the shifter
was still in drive. I locked the door, walked behind the car and it rolled backwards into me.
Lucky my neighbor was there to help me stop the car. There are many complaints from other
Focus owners regarding the failure of the ignition switches and Ford will not recall the car and
fix this dangerous problem. Thanks for any help in this matter. Interior dashboard lights went
out, also noticed extrior rear lights went out. Replaced fuses, blew new fuses immediately so
some sort of short in the electrics. Wiring on hatch lid appears to be frayed. We have found a
recall for this for the version of this car but not the Ford Focus Ignition locks up requiring new
tumbler. Key won't turn in the ignition. The car won't start nor can you get it in neutral to push it
off the road. It is a known defect but not remedied by Ford. My 17 year old daughters' Ford
Focus had her stranded after work August 13 when she put her key in the ignition, but it
wouldn't turn. I'm a single mom and my daughters' still in high school for gosh sake. I thought
this vehicle would be a safe and dependable one. I spent a lot of my savings on this car and
insurance for her. I don't know what to do now, I've got a vehicle we can't start. My cars battery
was not working, as told by a triple a mechanic. I took my car to the repair shop to get it
replaced and they said that the battery was working fine, the alternator was bad. They said the
car wouldn't go out of the shop if it wasn't fixed. After I got the car back within a day, it stopped
working again. The same problem and the car would not start, while I was driving home they
messed up my meters, the lights wouldn't turn on and the car wouldn't start, not only did they
charge me wrongfully there was no alternator problem, the battery was bad. I called them and
they wouldn't answer me properly, they said that it wasn't their fault and I should replace the
battery myself. They hung up the phone. This company is a fraud, they lie and wont answer my
calls. My car is messed up, they changed all the wires the lights wont work, the gauges don't
work. I called the sheriff and they said I should take them to court, they also replaced my tired
and they used different tires. Im extremely mad and I need help. The contact stated that the key

would not turn when she tried to turn on the ignition. The vehicle had not been taken to an
authorized dealership at the time of the complaint. The VIN was not available. The current and
failure mileages were approximately 82, MY Ford Focus ZX3 manual transmission with over ,
miles on it has had a electronic throttle problem since it had 30, miles on it. Intermittently the
engine speed would not decrease when your foot is taken off the accelerator pedal. The car
would act like the cruise control was engaged. The car could be controlled by heavy braking or
depressing the clutch. It was taken into three different Ford dealer at least seven different times
only once did they claim to see the problem. That time the mechanic show me disconnecting a
electrical plug under the hood caused the throttle controls to go to a fail safe mode making the
problem disappear for period of time days. I was told to bring it back in when it happened again.
I did that, mechanic was know longer with the dealership. Several parts were changed several
different times but did nothing to correct the problem. When the problem is present the engine
speed will decrease to a fast idle once the car comes to a complete stop. The problem will go
away sometimes after shutting off the engine and restarting but not always. Key will not come
out of ignition of my Ford Focus. The key will turn the car on, but will not come back out of the
ignition. I fear that at some point the key will not turn the engine over, leaving me stranded
during winter weather. At this point I cannot get it fixed due to the high cost of having it
replaced. I have found numerous complaints about this same problem, which tells me Ford has
a faulty mechanism. Why hasn't a recall been made? I own a Ford Focus. Up until now, I have
had no issues with my vehicle. I currently woke up today and was unable to turn my key in my
car. My car was in park and I had tried moving the steering wheel while turning key but still did
not turn. I later searched on the internet and found results instantly on the Ford Focus defect for
models about the key being unable to turn. My car currently only has 90, miles on it and I am in
the middle of my second of five internships for physical therapy. This is a huge problem. This
defect should be highly considered for recall! Please help us out. Thanks for your time. Dustin
R. Ignition sticks and moves around, horn fell completely out from under the car and hit
someone's car, the fan box and all fell completely off and down, backfiring stalling rattling
vibrates front right side around tire area rattles horribly, check eng. Light stays on mass air flow
sensor is bad transmission sensor is bad lighter stopped working car completely goes dead
spits sputters, manifold pipe broke so now its loud. Its all day long non stop period we have
replace several sensors and tubes and wires for it doesn't work not getting the gas mileage I
should and I have had it 11 months but hardly dove it 3 total all together I cant afford any thing
else to fix these problems 3 days after I bought it its been pure?! The ignition on our Ford Focus
has locked up and will not turn at all. Issue: Keys stuck in the ignition. Vehicle: Ford Focus SE
failure occurs intermittently, car will start if you jiggle the keys however keys remain in the
ignition. I have tried moving the tilt steering, attempted to remove the key in every gear, ensured
that the car was in park by parking on a hill with the wheels straight, nothing will allow me to
remove the key. This is a safety issue as you could be stranded anywhere if jiggling the key
does not consistently work to start the vehicle. Additionally I am forced to leave my key in the
ignition and use the spare to reenter the vehicle which leaves me at a high risk for vehicular
theft. I have had to have the tumbler in my ignition replaced which will hopefully resolve the
issue. No aftermarket parts available. So how do you find out what problems are occurring? Any
duplicates or errors? It's not us. Don't waste your time wasting ours! If you are interested in
advertising a for-profit service, contact us. Find something helpful? Spread the word. Share on
Facebook Retweet this page Email this page. Add Complaint. Check engine light and oil fuel
light keep coming on and off. Had a complete tune up. Had inner tire rods replaced. Please
advise, since it very difficult to miss and reschedule appts at the va hospital. Thank you. Search
CarComplaints. Ignition key gets stuck and will not turn. Ford has known of this problem should
have to pay for repairs and reimbursement. The contact owns a Ford Focus. The contact stated
that the vehicle stalled without warning. The vehicle was taken to the dealer, but the technician
was unable to diagnose the failure. The vehicle was not repaired. The failure mileage was 50, It
start with door busting all the time, then I switch it off.. The contact stated that while driving 10
mph, the warning indicators did not illuminate on the dashboard. The failure occurred
numerous of times. The vehicle was taken to the dealer and recommended the replacement of
the faulty wiring. The manufacturer was not notified. The approximate mileage was , Bought
vehicle 2nd hand, cash, everything worked fine. The door locks are self locking meaning that
they lock at any given time whenever they please. Cannot locate fuse for the door locks. There
are no recalls on this yet after doing weeks of research I am finding that it is an issue with the
Ford Focus from to current. So, this issue happens while the vehicle is being driven!!! Here are
a few links for your reference: Link: Link: Consumer writes in regards to electrical system
failure. The consumer stated the vehicle was a lemon. Every time there was an issue, the vehicle
was taken to the repair shop for the problem, but was never fully fixed. On one occasion, the

vehicle started smoking and the wiring caught on fire.. Also, the cruise control and all the lights
inside the vehicle stopped working. Sunday 05 Jan I had recently parked my car, turned it off,
and was outside of my vehicle Ford Focus when I began to notice smoke coming from the hood
of the vehicle. I was confused at first, as the car was completely off for a few minutes before any
problems began. Within a matter of two minutes the smoke had increased, thickened, and
began to smell. My friend was nearby and had noticed that something was not right. He came
over and we both took a couple steps toward the front of the car to figure out what was going
on. Immediately flames burst up from the hood. At this point we instantly ran from the vehicle,
dialing The flames got worse as we waited from a distance for the fire department to arrive. At
this point I was unsure as to whether the car would completely blow up or not, as the flames
became worse with every minute. The fire department arrived within approximately five minutes.
They were able to put the fire out in a few minutes, but had to break the window and then pry
the hood open in order to do so. After the fire was completely out and the scene was safe I was
able to talk with the firemen. They showed me under the hood and said the fire seemed to be
something electrical and looked as if it had started near the front right of the vehicle under the
hood somewhere close to the passenger headlight. They also explained, as I had already
assumed, that the vehicle was unsalvageable. I've had my Ford Focus for years now and I have
had problems with my ignition got that replaced and my windshield wipers work when ever they
want to and will sometimes turn on its own. Also my trunk will not open at all. I've taken it to
different places to get it fixed and no one has been able to open it. I purchased this vehicle so
that I could save on gas but all I'm doing is wasting a crap load of money on just repairing
everything. The contact stated that the front driver's side floor mat became wet. The vehicle was
taken to a private mechanic where it was diagnosed that the condenser box to the air
conditioning unit was cracked and needed to be replaced. The manufacturer was made aware of
the failure. The approximate failure and current mileage was unknown. The contact stated that
the vehicle failed to start. The contact was able to move the key in the ignition, but there was no
response. The failure recurred frequently and without warning. The contact stated that the
battery was drained and he would often jump start the vehicle, which would temporarily resolve
the failure. The vehicle was taken to a private repair shop for diagnosis but were the technicians
were unable to duplicate the failure. The battery was replaced. The failure recurred. The
manufacturer was not made aware of the failure. The VIN was not available. The failure mileage
was 80, The current mileage was 85, The right front door lock is jammed or stuck, I cannot open
the door from the inside or outside, the other 3 door locks work fine. Headlight failure. With
engine running, when the headlight switch is turned on, the headlights both do not always go
on. Also, after being on for a while often within 10 minutes, almost always within 20 minutes ,
both headlights will suddenly turn off on their own. When headlights go off, dashboard lights,
and other outside lights, remain on. When the switch is on, but headlights have gone off, if the
high beams are toggled on and then off, the headlights will go on for a while. This sequence
occurs repeatedly. Unless it is dark e. Dealership initially replaced a relay, without solving
problem. Dealership then replaced the "multi-function switch" controlling turn signals and high
beams, with seeming success. I am in possession of the failed original-equipment
"multi-function switch". This vehicle has been subject to gas pump failure, and to front
suspension spring breakage, which were covered under warranty. The contact was driving
approximately 65 mph and smelled a burning odor just as all of the instrument panel gauges
reduced to zero abnormally. The contact referenced NHTSA campaign id number 02V electrical
system:battery:cables but was advised by the manufacturer that the recall was expired. The
approximate failure mileage was , Not what you are looking for? Search for something else:. If
you are driving a Ford FOCUS , or if you are planning to purchase one, then it is important that
you review reported Electrical System problems and defects. Total reports: Please Provide More
Information. Original Owner. Vehicle was using Cruise Control. Apr 08, Then The Vehicle Stalls
Out. The Dealership Cannot Fix Problem. Please Provide More Details. Mileage was miles.
Vehicle was not using Cruise Control. May 13, Jan 02, Vehicle was purchased on Nov 15,
Purchased In August Of Jan 01, Mar 09, Problems Similar To Ea Happens Very Frequently.
About Once Per Week. Please Fix This Is Dangerous!! Stalls Occur Without Warning. June 15,
Oct 22, Apr 06, June 05, Please Provide Any Further Details. May 24, Please Help Us!!! Oct 25,
My ford focus Has Stalled Again. This Is About The 4th Time. Dec 16, Nov 21, The Adjuster Is Mr.
Ruben Romero X Vehicle was on fire. Accident was reported to Police. May 14, June 08, Dec 18,
2017 jeep wrangler owners manual
mercruiser wiring diagram
f350 wallpaper
Total Amount They Charge Jan 07, Interior Lamps Flash And Flicker. Side Mirrors Work

Sporadically. June 17, As For My Complaint. Feb 18, Aug 12, I Own A ford focus Ztech. This
Happens Too Much. July 27, See ford s Tsb Issues Are Well Known. May 22, It Happens Mostly
At Around 30mph. Aug 09, I Have A ford focus. Dec 30, Engine Light Was On. Mar 18, May 19,
June 02, Aug 22, The Contact Owns A ford focus. Nov 10, The Failure Mileage Was , Oct 16, Sept
27, My Wife Drives A ford focus Se. Thank You. Oct 26, These Are True Safety Issues. Oct 27,
After Approx. Battery Cable Shows Battery Corrosion. Feb 16, I Own A ford focus. The Ignition
Locked. Apr 30, July 20, We Have A ford focus Se. Aug 05, Aug 28, No Aftermarket Parts
Available. Oct 23, Feb 07, This Is A Huge Problem. Please Help Us Out. Thanks For Your Time.
Brown Iowa. Jan 15, Jan 17, Your email address will not be published. Save my name, email,
and website in this browser for the next time I comment. Ford Problems. Additional Info.

